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ALBA MONS, MARS: GEOLOGIC MAPPING OF THE SUMMIT REGION AND WESTERN FLANK.
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Introduction: 1:1M-scale geologic maps of the
summit region (32.5-47.5°N, 245-255°E) and western
flank (37.5-47.5°N, 230-245°E; Figure 1) of Alba
Mons have been produced to document its volcanic
evolution and geologic history [1-8]. Mapping uses
GIS software and analysis tools with THEMIS, CTX,
and HiRISE images and MOLA and HRSC topography
to characterize geologic processes and derive age
constraints from cross-cutting relationships and crater
size-frequency distributions.
Map Areas: The summit region map area contains:
the summit caldera complex, with two collapse
calderas (including Alba Patera) and multiple source
vents for lava flows; parts of regional graben systems
(Alba, Ceraunius, and Tantalus Fossae) and related pit
chains (Alba and Ceraunius Catenae); part of the
northern flank with lava flows and dendritic valley
networks (Ravius Valles); and part of the southern
flank with numerous lava flows and several lava tube
systems. The western flank map area contains: a vast
flow field with numerous lava flows and lava tube
systems; graben of Alba and Cynae Fossae and related
pit chains (Artynia and Cynae Catenae); and dendritic
to parallel valley networks (including Rubicon Valles)
NW of the summit.
Geologic Mapping: Systematic mapping of
volcanic, tectonic, erosional, and impact features was
based on THEMIS IR and CTX datasets. Mapped
features include lava flow margins, lava tubes, valleys,
sinuous channels/grooves, impact crater rims, faults,
graben, and troughs. MOLA datasets (DEM, slope
maps, and derived curvature statistics) have been used
to enhance topographic aspects of geologic features
whose primary morphologic characteristics may be
obscured by surface degradation or discontinuously
defined. Detailed mapping of geologic features and
analyses of feature intersections have been used to
develop a common geologic unit scheme for both map
areas and to constrain geologic history.
Geologic units for the two map areas have been
grouped into the following categories: surficial units,
impact crater units, Alba Mons caldera units, and Alba
Mons flank units. Age constraints suggest Early
Amazonian ages (Table 1). Mantling material (unit
Am) is a surficial unit found along southern (polefacing) scarps of caldera walls and has surface textures
attributed to sublimation and eolian modification,
similar to those of other mid-latitude mantling deposits
on Mars [9-10]. Crater material (unit Ac) includes the

ejecta, rim, and floor materials of impact craters.
Larger craters may have terraced inner walls. Crater
floors show evidence of ice-rich deposits and masswasting in the form of lobate fronts, pitted or lineated
surfaces, and nested striations typical of concentric
crater fill. The upper volcanic stratigraphy of Alba
Mons’ flanks is exposed in inner crater rims as massive
to layered rocky outcrops.
Deposits that form the floors of the summit caldera
depressions are mapped as Alba Mons caldera unit 1
(unit AAc1) and Alba Mons caldera unit 2 (unit AAc2).
Caldera unit 1 includes floor deposits of the larger,
older collapse depression, including lava flows and a
source vent for flows. The caldera rim is well-defined
to the west but subdued or obscured to the east. The
patterns of lava flows in and around the summit
suggest flows emanated from both summit calderas as
well as from vents within and to the west of the larger
caldera. Flows extend from these summit vents and
form parts of the flanks. Ridges and scarps indicate
deformation and erosion of caldera deposits,
respectively. Caldera unit 2 includes deposits that form
the floor of the SE, younger collapse depression (Alba
Patera). These include lava flows and a series of small
volcanic constructs that suggest localized eruptive
centers. The north central part of Alba Patera also
contains a deposit whose margin is defined by an
irregular scarp and which contains buried impact
craters up to ~1.2 km in diameter; its origin is
unknown but it could consist of pyroclastic deposits or
mantling deposits that post-date eruptive activity.
Sublimation textures suggest both caldera units are
mantled with ice-rich deposits to various degrees.
The flanks of Alba Mons are comprised of a vast
flow field (or flow fields) that exhibit numerous lava
flows and lava tube systems. Two units are mapped:
Alba Mons lava flow material (unit AAfl) and Alba
Mons tube-fed lava flow material (unit AAflt). Where
discrete lobes are mapped, lava flow material typically
superposes tube-fed lava flow material; however,
indistinct contacts between the units are also common
and local volcanic stratigraphy is likely complex as
well as obscured by mantling deposits in places. Flank
vents that source lava flows have not been identified.
Lava tube systems, which can extend for 100s of
km, are delineated by discontinuous, sinuous chains of
elongate depressions. In many cases these are located
along the crests of prominent sinuous ridges. The
western flank exhibits a large concentration of lava
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tubes, with clusters in some areas, that form a radial
pattern to the summit. The flanks of the volcanic ridges
show textures indicative of lateral flow emplacement.
The majority of the flanks of Alba Mons are
interpreted to consist of lava flows. Flows are typically
~2-10 km wide and extend for 100+ km with a tabular
morphology. The abundance of tabular morphologies
suggests general consistency in eruptive activity;
observed differences in flow morphology suggest some
variability in flow behavior with a) smaller flows
closer to the summit indicating lower or more variable
eruption rates, and b) broad, overlapping lobes to the
NW likely due to higher or more variable eruption
rates. Differences in exposure and preservation of flow
margins reflect different combinations of burial and
erosion across the volcano, with higher degrees of
mantling in the western distal zone and north of the
summit, greater fluvial dissection N and NW of the
summit, and rare exposure of primary flow surface
features (central channels, lateral levees) to the
southwest. Thus far, superposition relationships have
not allowed clear discrimination of stratigraphically
distinct flow sequences within Alba Mons’ flanks.
Mapped tectonic features and impact craters clearly
post-date both flank units. To the N/NW of the
summit, fluvial valleys dissect both lava flow and tubefed lava flow materials. Small valley segments dissect
volcanic ridge flanks and trunk valleys extend along
AAfl

ridge bases and tabular lava flow margins as well as
across the surfaces of some tabular flows. In rare cases,
terrain dissected by valleys appears to be covered by
lava flows, suggesting that fluvial activity
predominantly post-dates volcanism.
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Table 1. Ages derived from crater size-frequency
distributions for Alba Mons geologic units.
Unit
Age
Fit Range
#
Unit Area
(Ga)
(km)
Craters
(km2)
AAc2 1.9±0.6
0.5-4
21
2.2x103
AAc1 1.8±0.4
0.71-5.7
24
7.7x103
AAfl
2±0.01
1-23
809
6.8x105
AAflt 2.2±0.3
1-16
137
1.1x105
Figure 1. Geologic map of the western flank of Alba
Mons (600 km across). Geologic features include lava
flow margins, lava tubes, fluvial valleys, and various
structural features.
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